AGENDA

PUBLIC SERVICES & DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

April 9, 2019
Trustee Conference Room
7:30 PM

I. Roll Call
   • Trustee Morales
   • Trustee Lawler
   • Trustee Watts
   • Trustee Jaskiewicz

II. Old Business

III. New Business –
   • Resolution approving one year extension Avalon Fuel bid
   • Resolution to allow Village to use MFT funds for Kings Rd between Hassert & Rodeo
   • Resolution to approve purchase from Currie Motors two replacement Ford F250; replacement for units #2025 2008 with 63,000 miles and # 2026 2008 with 56,000 miles
   • Resolution to approve purchase from Roese Ford eplacement Ford F150 pickup; replacement for unit #108 2004 with 130,000 miles
   • Resolution to approve purchase from Currie Motors replacement one ton dump; replacement for unit #26 2004 with 65,000 miles
   • Resolution to approve purchase from Currie Motors replacement one Ford F250; replacement for unit #306.
   • Resolution to approve purchase from McCann Industries one Case Skidsteer and one Roadhog Asphalt Planer
   • Motion to approve purchase of additional 1,000 tons salt.
   • Ordinance approving grant of emergency siren easement.
   • Resolution approving landscape maintenance FY20-FY22
   • Motion approving Parking expansion in Fernwood

IV. Comments